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Abstract 
 
 
Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of death in the 
world, more than the next three leading causes of death com-
bined. Cardiovascular imaging techniques have allowed for the 
study and understanding of the function and structure of the 
heart as well as the detection, diagnosis, and monitoring of cardi-
ovascular diseases in patients. One powerful technique for cardi-
ac imaging is 4D phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging 
(PC-MRI) which allows measurement of blood flow velocity in the 
heart and vessels. However, 4D PC-MRI is difficult to perform 
due to low imaging speed and is therefore often carried out using 
accelerated imaging techniques which reconstruct images from 
reduced data. One approach for accelerating PC-MRI is explicit-
subspace low-rank imaging; this project focuses on further accel-
erating explicit-subspace low-rank PC-MRI through the use of a 
shared temporal subspace between PC-MR images with velocity 
encoded in different directions. We will: a) investigate the sub-
space structure of the differently encoded images to verify that 
they indeed live in a shared subspace; b) evaluate the feasibility 
of estimating this shared subspace from reduced auxiliary data 
(which has direct implications on the frame rate of the resulting 
images); and c) demonstrate the utility of exploiting this sub-
space structure when performing image reconstruction from re-
duced data. 
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Abstract 
 
 
Uncle Sam’s Pastime: La Liga Mexicana and the Hegemony of 
Major League Baseball, 1942-1948 is about how millionaire mo-
gul Jorge Pasquel and La Liga Mexicana (the Mexican Baseball 
League) challenged the hegemony of Major League Baseball in a 
time where ones race not only dictated their worth but also their 
livelihood. This story analyzes how Pasquel, La Liga and those 
who played south of the border were framed and presented dif-
ferently in English and Spanish-language mainstream newspa-
pers to U.S. (white) and Latino (Mexican) audiences during World 
War II. The representations of La Liga Mexicana– and by default 
Pasquel, the players and more broadly Mexicans– presented in 
the media gives insight to the race relations and sentiments be-
tween U.S. (white) and Latino (Mexican) peoples during the 
1940’s, a period that witnessed the United States enter World 
War II which resulted in an influx and exploitation of Latino 
(Mexican) labor across many U.S. industries, baseball included.  
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